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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 99 be the category whose objects are complex analytic dynamical 
systems (X, U) and whose maps are (infinitesimally) equivariant 
holomorphic functions f: X+ Y. These are functions which preserve the 
fields in the sense that for all x E X, u(f(x)) = f, U(X). Of special interest are 
the “completable” systems, i.e., those that can be embedded into a larger 
flow whose solutions are defined for all time. These include, among others, 
the algebraically integrable systems of Adler and van Moerbeke, and 
indeed any vector field that can be shown to be a part of a system foliated 
by compact invariant submanifolds. 
This study grew out of an attempt to develop a systematic method for 
detecting “completability” of arbitrary flows. A moment’s thought will 
convince the reader that such a property is incompatible with the common 
phenomenon of solution branching. Thus we take the view that any test to 
ascertain single-valuedness, uch as the Painleve test, is first and foremost 
a test for candidacy to the class of completable systems. (Compare, e.g., 
[ 151 for examples of integrable Hamiltonians with irrational, and/or 
complex Kowalevski exponents that would certainly fail the Painleve test. 
See also [9] for a systematic method of constructing such examples.) We 
hasten to point out that a caveat is in order here. If for integrability one 
understands algebraic integrability, i.e., the flow to be linearizable on an 
abelian variety and its solutions expressible in terms of theta functions, 
which was Kowalevska’s point of view (see letter to Mittag-Leffler in [ 11, 
pp. 221-222]), then the Painlevt property is certainly a necessary condi- 
tion (cf. [l, 2, 163). 
Initially we set out as our goal the generalization of the notion of 
augmented manifold as introduced by Ercolani and Siggia in [S], in a man- 
ner that would permit the handling of systems other than polynomial and 
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whose phase space did not need to be confined to flat C”. (Note that even 
on C’ and for as simple a flow as .x! = cos(x), you can not even begin to ask 
questions about the exponents of its “pole” solutions being of one kind or 
another, as required by the Painleve test.) We soon realized that an 
appropriate framework for this task was the category 9Y introduced 
above, and that “completion” would have to be defined by a universal 
property akin to the one that the Stone-Tech compactilication has relative 
to non-compact spaces. Moreover, it became clear that one stands to gain 
if no restrictions other than equivariance are placed on the class of maps 
to be admitted as possible completion candidates. (A completion map 
which is an open inclusion is referred to as strict in this paper.) An 
immediate payoff of this strategy was the somewhat surprising result that 
every l-dimensional flow has a completion, a fact that is clearly false if only 
inclusions are permitted. On the other hand, with the current definition a 
flow may have a single-point set as its completion, perhaps a somewhat 
disconcerting fact to some readers. In defense of our choice of terminology, 
we would like to point out that the occurrence of such an extreme situation 
reflects a true property, namely that the system in question does not admit 
any non-trivial equivariant map (let alone an inclusion) into a completeflow>. 
As for specifics, this study should be viewed as a first step in the 
indicated direction, with only the l-dimensional picture being fairly 
complete. Our results include: 
l On a symplectic manifold with a strictly completable Hamiltonian 
field, the symplectic structure as well as the Hamiltonian and all its 
integrals extend to the completion. 
l A “Ziglin analysis” type of necessary condition for completability 
involving the monodromy of the variational equations. It is shown that the 
monodromy of a strictly completable system is severely restricted: it is 
either trivial, cyclic, or a direct sum of two cyclic groups. In particular, it 
is always abelian. 
l A “Painleve analysis” type of necessary condition for strict 
completability, also involving monodromy. 
l An application of the last condition to the Henon-Heiles’ two 
parameter family of Hamiltonians. 
l A list of canonical forms for all complete fields on an arbitrary 
Riemann surface. 
l The result mentioned above concerning the completability of all 
flows in dimension one. 
l A detailed description of the situation for meromorphic fields 
on P’. 
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As for unsolved problems, perhaps the most glaring open questions are: 
(1) Does every dynamical system have a (non-strict) completion? 
(2) Does the Painlevt property, say for polynomial flows on C”, 
imply strict completability? 
Naturally, and despite the promising l-dimensional result, we expect the 
answer to the first question to be in the negative, but to construct a coun- 
terexample a more sophisticated set of necessary conditions will have to be 
developed. As for sufficient conditions involved in the second question, a 
natural candidate is indeed the Painlevt property for all pole solutions. 
However, rigorous results conforming to our definition will have to await 
a careful formulation of said property when lower balances are present. 
2. THE FINE TOPOLOGY 
For technical reasons we allow the phase space of a system (X, U) in 99’ 
to have components of varying dimensions. Flow maps defined on some 
neighborhood of 0 x X in C x X are written $(t, x). When the system is 
complete we sometimes write t @ x instead of d( t, x), so that 
for all t, , t,, and x. 
Following Chevalley [7, Chap. 3.81, we introduce the fine topology on X 
as the strongest opology such that all solution curves x(t) defined on some 
open set of C are continuous, and denote by X, the space so obtained. 
Remarks 2.1. (i) For any flow map 4 and any solution curve x(t) 
defined on some neighborhood of to EC, one clearly has x(t) = 
#(t - t,, x(t,)) for t sufficiently close to to. Consequently, the line topology 
can also be defined in terms of the maps 4 ~: t H 4( t, x). 
(ii) Any solution curve x(t) is open when viewed as a map from an 
open set U of C to X,-. (If I’= {x(t) ) f E U}, the statement amounts to 
saying that for all solutions 2, the set (SE domain(Z) ) Z(s) E V} is open. 
But this is an immediate consequence of the identity Z(S) =x(s + to- sO) 
valid for s sufficiently close to so.) 
Let X.f” be the set of equilibria of U, and let Xj = X\Xy. By the last 
remark both sets are open (in X,.) and Xf” is discrete. We will refer to the 
components of X, as orbits of u and will use this term only in the technical 
sense just described. As a point set, the orbit through x0 consists of the 
values of all possible analytic continuations of the locally defined solution 
curve x(t) such that x(0) =x0. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. X,. has a unique mantfold structure such that: 
(a) The identity map X, + X is holomorphic; and 
(b) All local solution curves are both open and holomorphic as maps 
from (open subsets of) C to X,. 
For this structure X, = XF v Xj , with dim(X/) = i, j = 0, 1. 
Remark 2.3. The last statement is the reason we allow our manifolds to 
be disconnected and of varying dimensions. (See also the last statement of 
the proposition below.) 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. It is clear that for any such structure all 
equilibrium points must be open sets. Consequently, it suffices to assume 
that u has no equilibria. 
Suppose a structure satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition has been 
given. For x,, E X the local solution x: U + X, with initial value x0 is an 
immersion, because it is so after composition with id: X, +X. We may 
therefore assume that x is injective on U. Since x(U) is open in X,., the 
invariance of domain theorem implies that the (local) complex dimension 
of X,at x0 is 1. Thus A-‘: x(U) + U is a chart for the given structure. This 
proves uniqueness. Existence follows by showing that the collection of all 
such charts constitutes an atlas for a holomorphic structure on X,. But for 
any pair x(t), Z(s) with x(t,) =a(~,), we have the identity already used 
above g.(s) = x(s + t, -s,,), which shows that the transition map for the two 
corresponding charts is t H s = t + s0 - t,. 1 
Recall that 99 denotes the category of dynamical systems with 
equivariant maps. Observe that a map in 99 transforms solution curves 
to solution curves. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F: (X, u) -+ (Y, v) be a map. Then 
(a) F is holomorphic as a map from X,- to Yt; 
(b) (X,, u) and ( Yf, v) are dynamical systems; and 
(c) F: (X,, u) -+ (Yr, v) is a map in 99’. 
Consequently the assignment (X, u) H (X,, u) is a functor from the category 
99 to itself 
Proof: Since F is equivariant it clearly maps orbits of X to orbits of Y. 
In particular if F(x,) is an equilibrium of v, the entire orbit through x0 is 
mapped to F(x,). Thus F is locally constant on the (fine) open set of orbits 
mapped to equilibria and therefore holomorphic there. It remains to con- 
sider points x0 such that u( F(x,)) # 0. Let x(t) be the solution curve of u 
starting points x0 such that u( F(xO)) # 0. Let x(t) be the solution curve of 
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u starting at x,,. Then y(t) = F(x(t)), is the solution curve of u starting at 
y, = F(x,), and for sufficiently small t, x(t), y(t) are diffeomorphisms of a 
neighborhood U of 0 in C onto neighborhoods x(U), y(U) of x0, y,, in A’,, 
Y,, respectively. Since F = y c x ~ ’ on x( U), F is holomorphic. 1 
3. THE TIME FORM o AND THE PERIOD GROUP P 
Let x0 be a non-equilibrium point of U, and let f be the orbit through 
x0. r is a Riemann surface and u 1 I- is a nowhere vanishing vector field on 
r. Let w( = osO = or) be the l-form on r dual to u 1 r. Since o (classically 
called dt) is closed, o is the differential of a locally defined function t 
unique up to additive constant on r such that i = 1. Integration along 
(homotopy classes of) loops in f defines a group homomorphism 
rr,(r, x,,) + C, y H Jy w, whose image in C is an additive group independent 
of the base point x0. (For xi E r let 1 be a path joining x0 to x,. The 
map 7 H A-‘yJ. establishes an isomorphism n,(T, x0) + rc,(T, x,), and 
we have Sj,~Lrj, o = (Jim, +J7 +Jl)(w) =S7 0.) We denote this group by 
P( = P,, = P,), and call it the period group (of x0 and /or of r). 
Remarks 3.1. (i) Since the homomorphism 7 H J, o has values in an 
abelian group, it factors through H,(T, Z), which by Hurewitz’s theorem is 
the abelianized group of x,(& x0). We can also define a homomorphism 
[o]: H,(T, Z) +C viewing [o] a a cohomology class via de Rham’s 
theorem. It is clear that the two prescriptions give rise to the same map, 
and its image is the period group P. 
(ii) If r is complete we have P = {t E C 1 t @ x0 = x0} =: Fix(x,). This 
follows from the formula 
(1) 
where integration is along any path joining x0 to xi. 
The last characterization of P permits the extension of the notion of 
“period group” to equilibrium orbits for which the time form o is not 
defined. For an equilibrium orbit r we define Pr = C. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f: (X, u) + (Y, u) be a map in 99. Then for all 
XEX p\-SPf(,,. 
Proof: It clearly suffices to assume that f(xo) is not an equilibrium 
of v. In that case x0 cannot be an equilibrium either, and we have 
f*qxo) = w.xo3 so that j, ax0 = Sfcr) qcxo)- I 
505/97,/l-3 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f, (X, u), and (Y, v) be as above and assume that 
( Y, v) is complete. Then for x E X such that f (x) is not an equilibrium point, 
P, is either { 0}, cyclic, or a lattice in C. 
Proof. Since P,, ‘;, = Fix(f(x)), this group is a discrete subgroup of C 
and therefore of one of the listed forms. The result follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.2. 1 
4. COMPLETION 
Letf: (X, u) -+ (2, li) be a map in 99’. We will say thatfis a completion 
of (X, u) if: 
(1) (2, a) is complete, and 
(2) for every map g: (X, U) -+ ( Y, u) complete, there is a unique map 
2: (2, fi) + (Y, v) such that the diagram 
(2) 
is commutative. 
Remarks 4.1. Observe that: 
l f need not be an injection. (Iffis an injection onto an open subset 
of 2, we will say that the completion is strict.) 
l f(X) need not be dense in 2. 
l The dimensions of X and 2 need not be the same. 
l If a completion exists, then it is unique up to isomorphism in 99. 
The notion of completion is to be complemented by taht of compactifi:ca- 
tion to be formulated along the same lines. We point out that while a 
completion that happens to be compact is clearly a compactification, in 
general the two notions do not coincide. 
A few simple examples will illustrate our remarks. At times we abuse the 
notation and call the completion (2, fi) instead off: 
EXAMPLE 4.2. The double cover f(x) =x2 is a completion for the pair 
(C, x3(d/dx)). Here the target is the (compact) pair (P’, 2x2(d/dx)). We let 
the reader check the required existence and uniqueness of the “fill” in 
diagram (2). 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Let D be the open unit ball in C. The pair (C, d/dx) is 
the completion of (D, d/dx), and the pair (Pi, d/dx) is its compactilication. 
Indeed every map g: (D, d/dx) -+ (Y, u) to a complete manifold extends 
uniquely to all of C by the formula g(x) =x @ g(0). It is to be noted that 
since every l-dimensional field is locally isomorphic to (D, d/dx) at non- 
equilibrium points, this field admits embeddings into many non-isomorphic 
complete (resp. compact) fields. The one listed here represents its minimal 
completion (resp. compactilication). 
EXAMPLE 4.4. The completion of (C, x(x - 1)(x - cc)(d/dx)) is a one- 
point space (cf. Theorem 8.5 and Remark 8.6), unless CI is a rational num- 
ber n/m#O, 1, in which case the completion is (P’, (n(n-m)/m) y(d/dy)). 
The above examples admit obvious generalizations that we let the reader 
formulate. We turn our attention instead to general results following from 
our definitions. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Every holomorphic integral F of a completable field on 
X “extends” uniquely to an integral f on 2. 
ProoJ F is a map in 99 from (X, U) to (C, 0). The result follows from 
diagram (2). 1 
In order to apply this result to Hamiltonian systems we need a few 
preliminaries. Let n: E + X be a vector bundle projection. A linear field U 
on E is one whose flow equations in local (vector bundle) coordinates 
(x, q) are of the form i = u(x), 4 = U(x). yl, where U is a matrix valued 
map on an open set of X. The definition is obviously intrinsic, and entails 
the existence of a field u on X (with flow f = u(x)) such that the projection 
7c is a map in 99’. We have: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. U is complete iff u is complete. 
Proof That the completeness of U implies that of u is obvious. The 
converse is a direct consequence of the completeness of linear systems of 
differential equations with entire coefficients. 1 
For a pair (X, ‘u) in 99, the variational field of u on TX is linear and 
induces a linear field U on A’(X). We denote by A:(X) the open subset 
of A’(X) consisting of non-degenerate bilinear skew-forms, and observe 
that this set is invariant under the field U (and of course non-empty only 
if X is even dimensional). We now assume X to be symplectic with sym- 
plectic form Q. For our purposes it will be convenient to view 52 as a map 
X+ A’,(X) which is a section to the canonical projection n: A:(X) -+ X. 
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Recall that a field u is locally Hamiltonian (Hamiltonian) if u 1 Q is closed 
(exact). As usual if u 1 52 = &I, we write u = uH. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. An arbitrary field u on X is locally Hamiltonian @Q: 
(X, u) + (A’,(X), U) is a map in 9.9. 
The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. The following 
generatlizes a basic result in [S]: 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose (X, uH) admits a strict completion (2, u^,). Then 
Q and H admit unique holomorphic extensions k! and I? so that R is symplec- 
tic and u*” = zip. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
where U and 0 stand for the variational fields of uH and u^,, respectively. 
Since 2 is a C-space, 6’ is complete. Thus a vertical fill fi exists due to the 
universal property of (2, u^,). Since rc 0 52 = id, and X is open in 2, the con- 
tinuation of analytic identities principle implies that d is a symplectic form. 
By Proposition 4.7, c” is locally Hamiltonian, and by Proposition 4.5, H 
extends to a function fi. The result follows from the extension to 2 of the 
identity $ = UA which is valid on X. [ 
5. MONODROMY AND COMPLETABILITY 
The material in this section is heavily influenced by the seminal papers 
[22, 231 of Ziglin on non-integrability of Hamiltonian systems using 
monodromy considerations. Standard references are, besides [22,23], the 
more recent contributions originating from that work [13, 14, 18, 191. For 
closely related material see also [3-5, 17, 20,211. 
Let (X, U) be a dynamical system, and let U be the corresponding varia- 
tional field defined on the tangent bundle TX. For an orbit r of u and a 
point x0 E r, U defines the monodromy representation of the fundamental 
group nr(J’, x0) on the fiber T,,X by analytic continuation of solutions of 
the variational equations along loops in ZY The “monodromy group” 
3 = a(r) is the (isomorphism class in the category of groups of the) image 
of rcI(I’, x0) in Gl(T,,X, C). Since g is independent of the base point 
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X~E r, we will abuse the notation by identifying it with any one of its 
representatives. 
The monodromy representation always contains a trivial l-dimensional 
subrepresentation which permits reduction of the dimension of the 
representation space by passage to a quotient. This comes about as follows: 
the line subbundle of TX,, generated by u is invariant under the variational 
field, which therefore induces a linear field on the normal bundle N := 
TX,,/(u). The corresponding equations are referred to as the normal 
variational equations. In the same manner as the variational field, these 
give rise to a representation of nl(r, x0) on the fiber of N. When X is sym- 
plectic and u = uH, a further reduction is possible: restrict the variational 
field to the tangent bundle of the energy surface containing r and then 
divide by the line subbundle spanned by uH. The corresponding equations 
are referred to as the reduced normal variational equations, although for 
unexplained reasons this name is shortened to “NVE” in the literature. The 
monodromy representation of the NVE has dimension dim(X) - 2 and has 
the additional advantage of being symplectic in a functorial way. In what 
follows, and whenever u is Hamiltonian, 9(r) will refer to the monodromy 
of the NVE. 
THEOREM 5.1. If (A’, u) admits a strict completion then for any orbit r 
the monodromy 9?(r) is either trivial, cyclic, or a direct sum of two cyclic 
groups. In particular the monodromy of a strictly completahle system must he 
abelian. If X is symplectic and u is Hamiltonian the same conclusions hold,for 
the monodromy of the NVE. 
ProoJ: It suffices to assume that r is not an equilibrium point. By 
Proposition 4.6 the linear field (TX, U) clearly admits a completion, 
namely (7’2, 0) with t? the variational field of li. For 5 E T,,X analytic 
continuation along a path y in r of the solution to the variational equation 
with initial condition 4 yields J”? w@ 5, where 0 represents the flow of 
(T&, 6). In particular when y is a closed loop, then J, w belongs to the 
period group P,. Thus 9 is a quotient group of P,. Now P, c Pf = 
Fix(x,) for the action of C on f. By Proposition 3.3, Pf is isomorphic to 
either {0}, Z, or ZOZ, from which the stated properties of 9 clearly 
follow. 1 
We now explain the connection between the necessary condition for 
completability just established, and the so called Ito’s version of Ziglin’s 
non-integrability criterion. The result to be stated below concerns a two 
degrees of freedom holomorphic Hamiltonian H on a symplectic manifold 
X. The relevant integrability notion in Ziglin’s analysis is: H is said to be 
integrable if there exists a meromorphic function G functionally indepen- 
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dent of H such that the Poisson bracket {H, G 1 vanishes identically. An 
automorphism of a symplectic 2-dimensional vector space is said to be 
non-resonant if none of its eigenvalues are roots of unity. 
THEOREM 5.2 [22, 131. Suppose that the monodromy of the NVE along 
an orbit r of un contains elements g, h, with g non-resonant, such that the 
commutator (g, h) = ghg-‘h-l is neither the identity nor g*. Then H is non- 
integrable on any neighborhood of r. 
Successful application of this result involves, in particular, exhibiting a 
pair of non-commuting elements of the monodromy group. On account of 
Theorem 5.1, it follows that every non-integrability result using Ito’s 
Theorem, or similar versions of Ziglin analysis, implies the non-com- 
pletability of the system under consideration, The list of such applications is 
by now numerous, and growing. For a (necessarily incomplete) listing, the 
reader is referred to the items mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
We will now derive a second necessary condition for completability, this 
time closely related to the Painleve property, which is at the same time 
equivalent to Proposition 5.1 in a number of applications well known to 
the practitioners of Ziglin analysis. By a pole solution of a dynamical 
system, we shall mean a non-constant solution x(t) defined on some 
punctured disk D, = ( t E C ) 0 < 1 t - t .+ 1< E >. Classical pole solutions for 
polynomial fields are of the form x(t) = (t - t* ) .- k f(t), with k E N and f a 
C-valued holomorphic function defined on D such that f(t*) # 0. By a 
classical theorem on continuation of solutions, a pole solution does not 
extend to the full disk iff x(t) + cc in the Alexandroff compactification of 
X when t -+ t,. 
Since the values of a pole solution x belong to a single orbit r, we shall 
speak of the local monodromy of the solution, to refer to the monodromy 
along curves in r which are images under x of curves in D,. 
THEOREM 5.3. If u is a strictly completable field then the local 
monodromy of any one of its pole solutions is trivial. When u is Hamiltonian 
the same holds for the monodromy of the NVE. 
Proof Let f be the completion of the orbit of x and fix t E D,. For suf- 
ficiently small z we have x( t + z) = z @ x(t) in f, so that for s sufficiently 
close to t the identity 
-s@x(s)= -s@((s-t)@(t))= -t@x(t) 
holds. It follows that - t 0 x(t) is a constant on D,, &, say, so that 
x(t) = t @ &, in f. The right hand side of this identity is defined on all of 
C so that a loop in D, maps to a contractible loop in i? 1 
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To illustrate our result and for the sake of completeness, we shall apply 
it to the family of Hamiltonians 
where Q3 # 0 is the most general homogeneous cubic form such that the 
plane q, = pi = 0 is invariant under the flow of uH. We shall be brief 
as most of our argument can be found in [14, 181. For Q3 = 
(A/3)q: + Bqiq, + Cq, q: + (D/3)9:, the above invariance requirement is 
equivalent to C= 0. 
Remark 5.4. For any x # 0, the homothety (q, p) +-+ cr(q, p) transforms 
the flow of H to that of H, := i(q. q + p .p) + crQ,. Thus the properties of 
H only depend on (A : B : C : D) E P’. 
In view of the remark, when D # 0 we will normalize the latter to 1 by 
dividing the coefficients of Q3 by D. In that case we shall set ;1 := B/D and 
p := AID, so that 
H=~(q.q+p.p)+(~/3)q:+~qfq2+fq:. (5.5) 
The flow equations are 
ii, = -41 -Pq:-2~“q,Y,, 
ij2= -q*+-q;. 
On the invariant plane q, = p, = 0 the equation for q2 becomes 
42= -42-q: 
with solutions running along the elliptic curves p:/2 + qz/2 + q:/3 = E. The 
corresponding NVE for any one of these solutions is 
t-1 +(1 +2l.q,)5, =o. 
It is well known that the equations along the elliptic curves have pole 
solutions of the form q2 = atek + h.o.t., and upon substitution it is found 
that a = - 6 and k = 2. (Observe that p plays no role whatsoever in all 
these considerations.) 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The j7ow of the Hamiltonian (5.5) is strictly com- 
pletable only when ;1= k(k +- I)/12 for some k E Z + . 
Proof: The NVE is of the form f+ ( - 12A/t2 + . . . )< = 0 with indicial 
equation p2 - p - 12A = 0. Thus the local monodromy is trivial only if the 
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roots of this equation are integers, and in particular only if J= is an 
odd integer. The result follows from Theorem 5.3. 1 
Consider now the Henon-Heiles family of Hamiltonians 
(5.7) 
and extend our previous definition i = B/D by setting L = cc when D = 0 
(but BfO). 
THEOREM 5.8. The flow of the Hamiltonian (5.7) is strictly completable 
only when I=O, A, i, or 1. 
Proof. Assume uH strictly completable. By our last result, A= 
k(k+ 1)/12 for some kEZ + . In particular 2 is real and non-negative. The 
theorem reduces to showing that 1, d 1. Now for 2 #O, (i.e., B #O), the 
Hamiltonian (5.7) has a second invariant plane. Indeed setting 
cr=(2-D/B) , ‘I* the symplectic transformation induced from the linear 
transformation in configuration space (q,, q2) H (1 + a2))l./* (q, + aq2, 
-olq, + q2) sends H to 
I7=~(q.q+p.p)+--- Jik 
x $-%D+B)q:+(D-B)q:q2+;Bq; 
By Proposition 5.6, this is strictly completable only if the relevant ratio 
I= (D- B)/(2B) is (in particular) real and 30. But I= l/2(1/1. - l), so 
that strict completability can occur only if 2 6 1. [ 
Remark 5.9. The ratios of L that are compatible with strict com- 
pletability are exactly the ones for which the formal Painleve property 
holds (cf. [6]). 
6. 1 -DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
Phase spaces for l-dimensional real vector fields come in two (topologi- 
cal) flavors: R’ and S’. Of course, the list of conjugacy classes of such flows 
is somewhat longer, but not much so. On the other hand the possibilities 
for complex flows are a priori limitless as they include, potentially at least, 
the class of all Riemann surfaces. In fact by a well known result (cf., e.g., 
[ 10, Th. 30-343) every non-compact surface admits a vector field with no 
equilibria. Yet we have: 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let u he a meromorphic field on a compact Riemann 
surface X of genus g. Then 
1 ord,(u)=2(1 -g). 
PEX 
(Here ord, is the natural order function at p defined by ord,(u) = n E Z iff 
u = x”h(x)(d/dx) in the vicinity of p, where x is any local parameter at p 
and h is holomorphic with h(0) # 0.) 
In particular no compact Riemann surface qf genus greater than one can 
carry a holomorphic ,field. 
Proof. This is [12, Theorem 111 together with the fact that the Chern 
number of the canonical bundle of X is 2( g - 1) [ 12, p. 1 lo]. 1 
The last statement of Proposition 6.1 is a consequence of the stronger 
statement (2) of Corollary 6.4, which we shall prove without the use of 
Riemann-Roth Theorem techniques. As we shall see the collection of com- 
plete l-dimensional flows turns out to be surprisingly short. In this connec- 
tion we remark that a field on the Riemann sphere P’ is holomorphic if 
and only if its flow is governed by the Ricatti equation i = ax2 + hx + c on 
any affine coordinate patch. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let u he a non-trivial complete jield on a connected 
Riemann surface X. Then (X, u) is isomorphic (in 99’) to one and only one 
pair in the following list: 
(1) (C, dldy’); 
(2) (P'd/'dy); 
(3) (C ~.y(d/dy)); 
(4) CC,> j.y(d/&)); 
(5) (P’, j.y(d/dy)); and 
(6) (C mod y, WY), 
where 1 in items (4) and (5), is a non-zero complex number in any fundamen- 
tal region for the action of the group { +_idj, (e.g., (2~ C, (Im(jti)>O 
or Re(A) > 0 if Im(i) = 0}), and 9 is a lattice {ncr + mb},,mt Z with c(, B 
independent over R. 
For the proof we need: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let y he an injective C,-valued holomorphic function defined 
on a deleted neighborhood of 0 E C, such that for no sequence z, -+ 0 does 
y(z,,) have a limit point in C,. Then either y or y-l is a local parameter at 
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0 E C. Consequently we must have lim yZ j 0 = 0 or a according as y or y ’ 
is a local parameter, respectiveI?>. 
Proof: The singularity of y at the origin cannot be essential, for 
otherwise any point of C, would be a limit point of values of y on 
arbitrarily small neighborhoods of zero (Weierstrass’ Theorem.) Thus 
y = z”f(z) for some f with f(0) # 0. Let g be a kth root off near 0, which 
can obviously be found. (Observe that for the last statement o be true we 
need k # 0, which has to be the case because otherwise y would have a limit 
point in C,, namely f(O).) We have g(0) #O so that u = zg is a local 
parameter and y = uk. Since y is injective, k cannot be anything but + 1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let E be the set of equilibria of u and let 
I-= X\E. Since X is l-dimensional, E is discrete, so that r is clearly con- 
nected, as well as open and dense in X. Since non-equilibrium orbits in a 
l-dimensional manifold are open, it follows that r must consist of a single 
orbit. Fix a point x0 E f and let P = Fix(x,) be its period group. As we saw 
before, P is discrete and independent of x0 E r, and the only possibilities for 
P are: 
(a) p= (0); 
(b) P=cyclic= {net},,,; and 
(c) P = 9 = lattice. 
In all cases the map dxO: C + r, d,,(t) = t @ x0 is (isomorphic to) the 
universal cover of r, with fiber P 1: n,( r, x0) acting as deck transforma- 
tions of d,, simply by addition of complex numbers. We study the three 
possibilities for P separately. 
Case a. The map $I-, is a 99’ isomorphism between (C, d/dt) and 
(r, u). If E is a empty we are in case (1) of the Theorem. Otherwise let e E E 
be an equilibrium point, and let z be local parameter for X in a 
neighborhood V which we identify with the disk Iz/ <E in C. Given z # 0, 
3! t such that t @ x0 = z, and the induced map t = t(z) is single (C,)-valued 
on IzI # 0. Now for z, + 0 we prove that t(z,) + cc. Otherwise we may 
assume that t(z,) + t, in which case e = lim x(z,) = lim(t(z,) ox,,) = 
t, ox,, a contradiction. Thus we can apply Lemma 6.3 to the function 
t = t(x) and conclude that l/t is a local parameter at x = e. This shows that 
the map C 3 t H t @ x0 extends to P’ and sends 03 to e. We conclude that 
TV {e} is compact and so it must be the totality of X. This gives case (2) 
of our theorem. 
Case b. We define a map f: f + C, by 
y=f(x)=exp(yllm). 
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Here the integral is taken over any path joining the end points. From 
formula (3.1) the integral is defined up to an additive constant in P, so that 
f(x) is well defined. Clearly 
so that the (99) diagram 
( > C>$ b - (C u) 
\ 
i 





commutes. It follows that f is surjective and clearly locally invertible. We 







from which x, = na 0 x2 = x2 follows. If X= r, this establishes existence of 
an isomorphism as in case (4) of the theorem, with 1= 2m/a perhaps after 
changing a to -a if necessary. (Note that the generators of P are +a.) 
Uniqueness of case (4) follows from invariance of the period group under 
isomorphisms, and the fact that the time form for (C,, Il,v(d/&)) is 
dt = (l/A)(dy/y), so that the period group is generated by + 2xi/A. 
Now suppose the set of equilibria is not empty. We claim that the 
C,-valued function y =f(x) of the previous paragraph, viewed as defined 
on any deleted neighborhood of an arbitrary equilibrium point e E E, 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6.3. As before, let z be a local parameter 
near e, and suppose that for z, --* 0 the corresponding values y, converge 
to some number yrn E C,. For some appropriate branch defined near y, , 
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we have t, = (4274 log( y,) + t, which implies t, @ x0 = e, a contradic- 
tion that establishes our claim. By changing y to 
if necessary, our argument proves that (Tu {e}, u) is isomorphic to 
(C, A~~(d/dy)), where I. = 2zi/cc. We are in case (3) of the theorem if there 
are no other equilibria. (Uniqueness here follows, for example, from the 
fact that 1, is the eigenvalue of the critical point 4’ = 0.) If on the contrary 
Z is a second equilibrium, we again have that y* ’ is a local parameter near 
P, such that y(e) = 0. The last condition clearly establishes that only 4’ ’ is 
holomorphic at e”, so that when u has exactly two equilibria (X, u) is 
isomorphic to (P’, Ay(d/dy)). We are clearly in case (5) of the theorem, 
except for the restriction on & and this can be fixed by observing that the 
involution yk-+ l/v of P’, sends Ay(d/dy) to its negative. Uniqueness is 
immediate. 
Case b has now been completed because for equilibria e, e’ E X, r u (e, g} 
is compact by what has just been proved, so that X cannot contain 
additional equilibria. 
Case c. It is clear that this is just case (6) of the theorem. 1 
Mere inspection of the statement of Theorem 6.2 yields the following 
results: 
COROLLARY 6.4. For holomorphic fields on connected Riemann sucfaces 
we have: 
(1) There are only four possible topological types for Riemann 
surfaces carrying a complete f?eld, namely C, C,, P’, and T2. 
(2) No field on a punctured compact Riemann surface of genus greater 
than one admits a strict completion. 
(3) If a complete field has no equilibria then its phase space is confor- 
mally equivalent to either C, C *, or to an elliptic curve with its standard line 
field. 
(4) If a complete field has exactly one equilibrium point then its phase 
space is conformally equivalent to either C or to P’. 
(5) If a complete field has two equilibria then its phase space is confor- 
mally equivalent to P’. 
(6) No complete field has more than two equilibria. 
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7. COMPLETION OF I-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
Throughout this section all maps will be in 99. The following notation 
will be in force: 
(1) (A’, u): l-dimensional flow with connected phase space and u 
non-trivial. 
(2) (Y, v): complete l-dimensional flow also with connected phase 
space. 
(3) (Z, w): complete flow of arbitrary dimension, not necessarily 
connected. 
We write X= r, u E,, where E, is the discrete set of equilibria. Observe 
that f, is connected and in fact the only component of X:. (cf. Section 2). 
We fix once and for all a “mark” x0 E TX, and write P, for the period 
group P,, of TX. 
DEFINITION 7.1. For each additive subgroup P of C we let (C,, up) 
denote the complete system (C mod B, d/dz), where 
p= 
i 
P if P is discrete; and 
C otherwise. 
We mark C, with the element 0 mod P, and call it simply 0. Observe that 
when P is discrete the period group P, is just P. When P is not discrete 
(C,> up) is a singleton space with trivial C action. We will denote this 
space by { l }. The role of ( l } is that it represents the completion of an 
arbitrary flow that does not admit any non-trivial map to a complete 
system. 
The main goal of this section is to show that every l-dimensional 
manifold has a completion. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let f: (X, u) + (Z, w) be a non-constant map. Then for 
arbitrary x in TX we have 
.f(x I= JI mrx Of(x,), 
where the integration is along any path from x0 to x. 
ProoJ: Let y: [0, l] -+ TX be such a path. Observe that f(xo) is not an 
equilibrium, for otherwise f would be constant in a neighborhood of x,, by 
equivariance, and thus constant, contrary to our hypothesis. 
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Since f 0 y joins f(xO) to f(x), integration along f 0 y gives 
f(x)=( J -, m,,,,,)Of(xd 
by formula (1) of Section 3. But 
by equivariance. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let f: (X, u) + ( Y, u) be a map such that P, = PrC,, for 
each x E X. Then f(xO) $ E, and (f ,, u f (E,), u) is the completion of (X, u). 
Proof Let y, . = f(xO). Clearly y, is not an equilibrium, for otherwise 
P, = P,, = C so that x0 E E,, a contradiction. Let g: (X, U) -+ (2, w) be a 
map into a complete space. Assuming (as we may) that E, = f(E,), we 
want to construct g: (Y, u) + (Z, w) such that g = g oJ: We first define it on 
f r as follows: for y = t @ y, let g(y) = t 0 g(xO). This map is well defined 
due to Proposition 3.2 applied to g together with our assumption P, = P,,. 
By the previous lemma, we see that g = g 0 f on TX. We only need to show 
that g extends to Y = f ,, u f (E,). For e, E E, let e y = f (ex). Since f is an 
open map, g is defined on a deleted neighborhood of e,. By Riemann’s 
removal of singularities theorem, it suffices to show that g is continuous at 
e,. But this is immediate from the fact that in appropriate local coor- 
dinates x, y near e,, e,, y=x” for some n >O, so that if y, = (x~)~-+O, 
then xk + 0, and g(yk) = g(xk) -+ 0. 1 
LEMMA 7.4. Zf (0, ti)= { 0) and (U, u) z (V, II), with U open and V 
connected (not necessarily l-dimensional), then ( p, 8) = { l }. B 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let (X, u) be as above and suppose that exactly one of 
the following hold: 
(1) P, is a lattice and E, # 0; or 
(2) P, is not discrete. 
Then (2, t;) = { l } 
Proof. Let g: (X, U) + (Z, w), and write z 0 := g(x,J. By Proposition 3.2, 
P, E P,,. Since Z is complete P, is C or a lattice. We consider Cases 1 and 
2 separately. 
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Case 1. Suppose that PZ, is a lattice, and that g is non-trivial. If 
so, consider the map g,-: X,. -+ Z, induced by the fine topology functor 
of Section 2, and let p be the component of z0 in Z,.. (F, w) is a complete 
element of 99, with l-dimensional connected phase space and period 
group a lattice. By the classification Theorem 6.2, case (6), 
so that p is compact (topologically a torus) and therefore closed in Z. Thus 
the equilibria of X are mapped to equilibria in p, which contradicts the fact 
that F has no equilibria. Thus g is constant and (2, zi) = { l >. 
Case 2. Clearly in this case PZ, = C from which, again, the constancy of 
g follows. 1 
Our last preparatory result is a strong rigidity property of certain simple 
maps in 99’. To describe it we let the symbol D, (resp. D,,) denote the 
system (C, Ay(d/dy)) (resp. (C,, Ay(d/dy))). For U, V elements of 9Y, let 
Mor(U, V) (resp. Mor,(U, V)) denote the class of (resp. non-trivial) 
morphisms from U to V. We have: 
PROPOSITION 7.6. For A, p # 0, Mor(D,,, D,,) is empty unless p= NA 
for some (non-zero) integer N. In this case h E Mor(D,,, D,,) iff h(y) = cyN 
,for some c E C,, and h is uniquely determined by the “modulus” c = h( 1). The 
same result holds for Mor,(D,, D,,) except that in this case N must be a 
positive integer. 
ProojI The function z = h(y) satisfies (l/p)(dz/z) = (l/l)(dy/y) iff 
z = cyfliA, 1 
Remarks 7.7. (i) Mor(D,, D,) is never empty for it contains the con- 
stant map {yk+O}. 
(ii) When U, V are l-dimensional, e is a simple equilibrium of U 
with eigenvalue A # 0, and f E Mor,( U, V), one must always have p = NA, 
where p is the eigenvalue at f(e), and N > 0 is the local degree off in a 
small deleted neighborhood of e. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 7.8. Every l-dimensional system has a (not necessarily strict) 
completion. 
Proof: It suffices to consider systems of the form (A’, U) as specified at 
the beginning of this section. We suppress subscripts, write A’= Tu E, and 
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write P for the period group of f. To classify the various possibilities we 
introduce the “case matrix”: (iJi=4, i’, , where 
1 if P=O; 
2 i= if P is cyclic; 
3 if P is a lattice; 




Define a mapf: (r, U) -+ (C,, up) (cf. Definition 7.1) by 
f(x) = {f. o mod p ;; ,‘=“i.” 3; 
It is immediate that Pfcro, = P when 1 < i < 3. We can apply Proposi- 
tions 7.3 and 7.5 to conclude that (2, fi) = (C,, up) in all cases (i, 1) with 
1 d i < 3, and that (2, ti) = { l } m cases (3,2), (4, l), and (4, 2). The cases 
yet remaining are (1, 2) and (2, 2). 
Case (1, 2). Let x be a local parameter in the vicinity of an equilibrium 
point eE E. The flow equation takes the form 1= .~?h(x) for some k > 1 
and h(O) # 0, so that the time form can be written 
dx 
i 
I al k 
(10=--= ,+(,qxk+rk- I xkh(x) 
-+ ... +f$+u,,+ ... dx. 
! 
Since P = (0) we must have a I = 0 and k 3 2, so that 
with g holomorphic near x = 0 and g(0) # 0. It follows that f(x) + a as 
x --* e. This shows that f extends to a map (X, U) + (P’, d/dy) that sends all 
equilibria to co. By Proposition 7.3, (2, ti) = (P’, d/dy). 
Case (2, 2). Since P = ct Z, it will be convenient to think off as a map 
to the system D*(zrri,zj ( = (C,, (2ni/c() y(d/dy))) which is a concrete 
representation of (C,, up). To this end we set 
and observe that f: (r, u) + D*cZnr,Xj is a completion map (case (2, 1 ).) 
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For any e E E choose a local parameter x centered at e. Since i = xkh(x) 
for some h with h(0) # 0 and k 2 1, we can clearly write w = p(dx/x) + du, 
with u a meromorphic function of x near x = 0 which is holomorphic at e 
iff k = 1, that is iff e is a non-degenerate critical point with eigenvalue 
2 = jb, = l/p = l/h(O). Let D, be a small punctured disc {xl 0 < 1x1 GE>, 
and let ‘/ be a loop around x = 0 that generates H,(D,, Z). Since 
we have p = v,cr/2ni for some v, E Z. In particular jV, = 2ni/v,cc when e is 
non-degenerate. It follows that the ratio between any pair of eigenvalues oj. 
non-degenerate critical points is a non-zero rational number. We conse- 
quently declare two non-degenerate critical points e, t? to be equivalent 
and write 2 N e iff the ratio of their eigenvalues is positive. Let 
E,. = {regular equilibria}, and E, = E\E,. If E, # 0 we will choose once for 
all a mark e,EE,and will write E, = {eEE,(e-e,}, E- =E,\E+, so that 
in this case we have a disjoint decomposition E = E, v E- v ES. 
For e E E, we relabel the local parameter to E and introduce a new 
parameter by the formula x =aexp(u(l)/p), the point being that in 
this coordinate the time form assumes the simple expression o = 
(v,a/27ti)(dx/x). By the equivariance of the map f defined above, we have 
f*(a/2ni)(dy/y)) = (v,a/2ri)(dx/x). Integrating, we obtain that in these 
coordinates y = cx”’ for some constant c. It follows that f extends to f v E, 
in such a way that f(e) = 0 or x according as v, > 0 or < 0, respectively. 
When E, # 0 we will change r to its negative, if necessary, so as to have 
v,, > 0. 
We now subdivide case (2, 2) into three subcases (2, 2, k), where 
i 
1 if E,=(ZI,E,=E+; 
k= 2 if ES=@, E- #la; 
3 if E,#@. 
Case (2, 2, 1). We have (2, ti) = (C, (cc/2xi)(dy/y)). Indeed X = f v E, 
and f(E+ ) = 0. The result follows from Proposition 7.3. 
Case (2, 2, 2). (2, ti) = (P’, (cr/2S)(dy/y)). Indeed X= f u E, with 
f(E+ ) = 0 and f(E- ) = co. Again, the result follows from Proposition 7.3. 
Case (2, 2, 3). We claim that (2, a) = { l }. Otherwise for a non-trivial 
map g: (X, U) -+ (Z, w), fix e E E,, and consider F:= g(T). By Proposi- 
tion 3.2, crZ G PF, so that Pr is either cyclic, a lattice, or C. We note that 
only Pp = /?Z is possible, because Pr = C implies that g is constant con- 
trary to our assumption, and Pr= lattice can be shown to be impossible 
505.97/l-4 
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with same proof as in Case 1 of Proposition 7.5. Now CI Z c PZ * c1= j?N 
for some NEZ, and (p, w)% (C,, (2niN/cx)s(d/ds))=D,(,,,,!,,. Sincefis 
a completion map we apply the “fine topology functor” to obtain the com- 
mutative diagram 









From Proposition 7.6 we see that 6 is given by 4’ H s = yN perhaps after 
a coordinate change s H cs. We have 
with s = s(x) the induced map in the coordinates being used. By integration 
we obtain s = CxYIN exp(co(x)) for x # 0 and appropriate constants c and 
C. Since v has a pole, it follows that the singularity of s at 0 is essential. 
By Weierstrass’ theorem 3x, + 0 such that s(x,) + 1. By the commutativity 
of 3, the image of s = 1 in p must be g(e), a contradiction to the fact that 
r has no equilibria. 1 
8. RATIONAL FIELDS ON P’ 
The flow equation for the most general meromorphic field u on P’ is 
i = r(x), where r(x) is a rational function that will be written in reduced 
form as quotient of polynomials p(x)/q(x). Let Z, = {zeros of p} and 
likewise 2, = {zeros of q}. For x E P’, we have 
ord.Ap) if xEZ, 
ord.(U) = 
i 
- ord.Aq) if XEZ, 
2 - de&4 + deg(q) if x=cc 
0 otherwise. 
It follows that 
1 ord,(u) = 2, 
XEP’ 
also a consequence of Proposition 6.1 with g = 0. From this we conclude: 
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PROPOSITION 8.1. Every meromorphic field on P’ has at least one equi- 
librium point. 
As in previous sections we write X = TV E, where now X = 
(x~P’)ord,(u)~O}, r= {xEXlord.,(u)>O}, and 
E= 
i 
ZlJ if deg(p) > deg(q) + 1 
Z/P~~> if deg(p) 6 deg(q) + 1. 
For each pole or zero x of u let yX be a “small” circle in r surrounding 
x and no other singularities. It is clear that if cc is singular then the 
homology class in r defined by ycc is a linear combination of the {v,} 
with x finite. Thus every homology class y E H,(T, Z) can be written in 
the form 
7 = J, wry 
P v 
where we have abused the notation by identifying y.\- with its homology 
class. Since the time form w = (q(x)/p(x)) dx has clearly no residues at the 
poles of u, we have: 
PROPOSITION 8.2. The period group P is generated by the set of “local” 
periods {J,, w I e E Z,}. 
When e E E is a simple equilibrium with eigenvalue E, # 0, the local period 
is given by 2k/%. If e is in addition finite, then a simple calculation shows 
that the local period is expressible in the form 
5 2niq(e) Ye u=p’(e). (8.3) 
LEMMA 8.4. Let S be a finite subset of C,. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) S generates a cyclic (additive) subgroup of C; 
(2) The ratio between any two members of S is a rational number; and 
(3) s-’ := {xd*Ix-’ E S) generates a cyclic subgroup of C. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 1 
THEOREM 8.5. The completion of a meromorphic field u = (p(x)/q(x)) 
(d/dx) on P’ is ( l ) unless one of the following hold 
(1) All residues of o = (q(x)/p(x)) dx at the zeros ofp are 0; or 
(2) All zeros of u are simple and the ratio between any pair of eigen- 
values at the zeros of p is a rational number. 
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In case (l), (2, li) = (P’, d/dy), and the completion map f: X-+ P’ extends 
to a rational map of P’ into itself sending all the equilibria to co. The 
ramification points off are the degenerate equilibria as well as the poles of 
u with ramification indices lord.(u) - 11, and the degree off (as a branched 
covering of Pi) is 
C ord.Ju) - # (E). 
YYFE 
In case (2), (2, ii) = (P*, Ay(d/dy)), w h ere l/n is a generator of the cyclic 
group spanned by the reciprocals of the eigenvalues at the equilibria of u, 
and again the completion map f: X + P’ extends to a rational map of P’ 
into itself sending an equilibrium point e to 0 or cc, according as the ratio 
i,/A is positive or negative. The ramification points off are all the poles x 
(ramification index = 1 - ord,(u)), as well as those e E E such that IA/A,I > 2 
(ramification index 1 A/A, I ). 
Remark 8.6. Note that u has simple zeros iff p has simple zeros and 
deg(q) < deg(p). In view of (8.3) condition (2) is equivalent to 
(2)’ deg(q) <deg(p), p has simple zeros, and for any pair e, PEZ,, 
the ratio q(e)/p’(e) + q(e”)/p’(Z) E Q. 
In that case l/i is the generator of the group spanned by 
{q(e)/p’(e)leEzn. 
Proof: It follows from (the proof of) Theorem 7.8 and Proposition 8.1 
that we can have a non-trivial completion only if the period group P is 
either 0 or cyclic, and the latter only if all equilibria are non-degenerate. 
We consider the two possibilities separately. 
First consider the case P = 0. This situation occurs iff all local periods 
vanish, or equivalently iff we are in case (1). Our assumption implies that 
o is exact, and thus a completion is given by y = f(x) = SC, (q(x)/p(x)) dx. 
It is clear from this expression and the fact that o has no simple poles, that 
f is a rational function and therefore it extends to all of P’ sending all the 
finite equilibria to co and all the finite poles to points in C. Observe that 
since cc is not a simple equilibrium, (otherwise o would have non-zero 
residue there, and consequently one such at some finite point), it follows 
that deg(p) #deg(q) + 1. Thus the above statement concerning the image 
of poles and zeros is also valid at co. A simple calculation shows that near 
any point x E P’, f is conjugate to y = z ’ - ordr(u) for any appropriate local 
parameter z. Thus the ramification points are all the poles as well as those 
equilibria x such that ord,(u) > 2 (note that ord,(u) >, 2 for x E E). In all 
cases the ramification index is 11 - ord,(u)l. Adding all the ramification 
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indices at the points off-‘( co) = E, the formula for the degree off follows 
immediately. This completes case ( 1). 
Next we treat the case of cyclic P. This is case (2, 2) of Theorem 7.8, and 
we have already noted in the course of its proof, that the ratio between any 
pair of non-zero eigenvalues associated to critical points must be rational. 
Moreover under the assumption of non-trivial completion, we must be in 
Cases (2,2, 1) or (2,2,2) of that theorem, so that no critical point can be 
degenerate. This establishes that we are in case (2) of the present theorem. 
Conversely, it follows from Proposition 8.2 and Lemma 8.4 that under the 
assumptions of case (2) P is cyclic. Moreover since ord,,(u) d 1, we have 
deg(q) < deg(p) so that case (2) is equivalent to the time form being 
writeable as 
(8.7) 
for some 1. E C, and non-zero integers v, such that g.c.d.{ v,} = 1. Conse- 
quences of this expression are: 
(a) P = 27rniZ/;L. Indeed choose {I*(,} E Z such that C pL,v, = 1, and 
use Proposition 8.2 together with fY,~ w= 2niv,/A. 
(b) For eEEnC=Z,, 1,=%/v,. 
(~1 ~0 EE iff Lzp v, # 0. In that case AJ- = A/( - C,, zD v,). Indeed 
the expression at co of w in terms of the local parameter z = l/x is 
dz=( -$(cC,v’)+h.o.t.)dz. 
(d) LE A/A, = 0. This follows from (b) and (c). 
We now definef: (A’, U) --) (P’, iy(d/dy)) by 
f(x)= fl (x-e)“. 
ecz, 
(8.8) 
The expression (8.7) implies that f is indeed in $99’. From v, = A/& (cf. 
(b)), we see that for e E Z,,, j(e) = 0 or co according as A/3., > 0 or < 0. The 
same is true for co whenever this point is an equilibrium. Indeed f (cc ) = 0, 
or is in C,, or = co, according as CeE zp v, is <O, =O, or >O. Thus our 
claim follows from (c). We conclude from these observations together with 
(d) that f(E) = (0) u { 00 }. This together with (a) and Proposition 7.3 
prove that f is a completion. We now examine its additional properties. 
First note that l/i = C,,z, p,(l/A,). This coupled with (b) establishes that 
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the set WeLeE generates the cyclic group (l/%)Z. A calculation gives 
f’(x) = ~(q(x)/P(r)) f(x). Thus every finite pole x of u (i.e., zero of q), is a 
ramification point off of index 1 - ord,Y(u) > 1, and one can check that the 
same formula holds if co is also a pole. Finally, the expression (8.8) gives 
that every e E 2, has ramification index jr,1 = Ii./&,,, and the same is true 
for co, should this point belong to E. 1 
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